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ABSTRACT

The field ofSignal Processing in the Encrypted Domain(SPED) has
emerged in order to provide efficient and secure solutions for pre-
serving privacy of signals that are processed by untrusted agents.

In this work, we study the privacy problem of adaptive filter-
ing, one of the most important and ubiquitous blocks in signal pro-
cessing nowadays. We examine several use cases along with their
privacy characteristics, constraints and requirements, that differ in
several aspects from those of the already tackled linear filtering and
classification problems. Due to the impossibility of using a strategy
based solely on current homomorphic encryption systems, we pro-
pose novel secure protocols for a privacy-preserving execution of the
BLMS (Block Least Mean Squares) algorithm, combining different
SPED techniques, and paying special attention to the trade-off be-
tween computational complexity, bandwidth, and the error produced
due to finite-precision implementations.

Index Terms— Privacy, Adaptive Filtering, Iterative Methods,
Complexity, Error analysis.

1. INTRODUCTION

Signal Processing in the Encrypted Domain [1] (SPED) is an emer-
gent research field that has arisen to effectively tackle the privacy
problems involving signal processing, covering the multiple ap-
plication scenarios where the need for privacy is clearly present,
mainly those in which biological signals (fingerprints, faces, iris,
DNA, ECG signals, MRI images,...) are involved, as they hold
extremely sensitive information about users or patients. While the
most efficient SPED primitives are those that perform linear fixed
operations (like encrypted DCTs or linear filtering) through homo-
morphic encryption, most of the times Signal Processing needs to
resort to adaptive filtering algorithms, due to their greater flexibility,
higher responsiveness to changes in the environment, convergence
to the optimal fixed solution in a stationary environment, and their
optimality when the information about the signal characteristics is
not complete, offering a much better performance than fixed fil-
ters. Current homomorphic cryptosystems cannot directly deal with
adaptive filters due to cipher blowup after a given number of iter-
ations (cf. [2]), as the scale factor used for quantizing the inputs
before encryption increases after each homomorphic multiplication;
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on the other hand, full homomorphisms, like Gentry’s [3], able of
executing any circuit without the need of decryption, are still not
practical, due to the huge size needed for the ciphertexts.

There have been notable contributions [1] involving the combi-
nation of garbled circuits (for non-linear operations) and homomor-
phic processing, and also private collaborative filtering [4], posed in
a scenario where many parties must be involved, and thus, not appli-
cable to our setting of secure adaptive filtering.

In this work, we present secure solutions for privacy-preserving
adaptive filtering that involve homomorphic processing with packing
strategies, garbled circuits and interactive protocols, for overcoming
the limitations of the three technologies, while profiting from their
respective advantages. We take the BLMS [5] (Block Least Mean
Squares) algorithm as a prototypical example of a relatively sim-
ple but powerful and versatile adaptive filter, and we optimize the
privacy solutions in terms of computation and communication com-
plexity, and the effect of fixed-point arithmetic on the output error.

The used vectors will be represented by lower-case boldface let-
ters. The encryption of a numberx (components of vectorx) will be
represented byJxK (JxK). The operations performed between en-
crypted and clear numbers will be indicated as if they were per-
formed in the clear; e.g.JXK · b will represent the encryption of
JX · bK. Finally, communication complexity of each protocol will
be denoted by Ccm, measured in bits.

The structure of this work is as follows: Section 2 presents
some prototypical privacy scenarios for adaptive filtering; Section 3
sketches our privacy solutions; Section 4 gives the error analysis and
the complexity results for them, and Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. PRIVACY SCENARIO AND TRUST MODEL

We will consider two parties,A andB, both using an additively ho-
momorphic cryptosystem in an asymmetric scenario, whereB can
only encrypt, butA possesses also the decryption key, and can per-
form both encryption and decryption.

The studied scenario of private filtering represents a problem
of private data processing, in which one partyB has clear-text ac-
cess to the to-be-filtered sequenceun, while the other partyA will
provide the reference sequencedn; both parties’ inputs must be con-
cealed from each other. The system parameters can be known by
both parties or be provided by one party; in our case, we assume
that the update stepµ is agreed by both parties. The outputs of the
algorithm (the filtered signalyn and the updated filterwn, with NE

coefficients) are provided in encrypted form, in order to be input to
a subsequent private protocol.

Assuming semi-honest parties, our protocols can be proven sta-
tistically secure under the random oracle model through a simulator
argument, due to the use of sequentially composed secure subblocks



and the semantic security of the underlying cryptosystems. Some
of the scenarios, mainly related tomultiuser communications, where
these private protocols can be applied, are1:

Private Interference Cancellation: The privacy of the involved
signals’ owners must be protected from the respective receivers.

Private Adaptive Beamforming: Privacy stems not only from
the signals, but also from the spatial position of the transmitters.

Private Model-Reference Adaptive Control (MRAC): Used
in many industrial contexts like robot manipulation, ship steering,
aircraft control or metallurgical/chemical process control. Privacy in
this setting involves the parameters of the controller and the behavior
of the controlled system.

Current privacy-preserving solutions cannot be directly applied
to these scenarios due to the cipher blowup problem. We present in
the next section our novel solutions, that have a direct application
in the aforementioned scenarios and yield efficient private protocols
that overcome cipher blowup with an optimal trade-off between pre-
cision and complexity.

3. PROPOSED PROTOCOLS

In this section, we present different approaches in order to tackle the
private implementation of the BLMS algorithm, and to overcome
the limitations that the sole application of current homomorphic en-
cryption (cipher blowup) and garbled circuits (high bandwidth and
dependence on the representation bit-size) has in our scenario, while
preserving an acceptable MSE. The cipher blowup problem is a se-
rious drawback, as it limits the number of allowed iterations of the

adaptive algorithm toNmax iter =
⌊

ncipher
nx+3·nf

⌋

, wherenx bits are used

for representing each input, withnf bits for the fractional part, and
ncipher being the bit size of the maximum representable number in-
side the cipher;Nmax iter is a few tens for typical values.

3.1. Hybrid Implementation

We have developed a hybrid protocol with a packing strategy for
block processing (Alg. 1) that uses homomorphic computation for
the bulk of the algorithm, and a quantization circuit to avoid blowup.
Conversion protocols from homomorphic to binary representation
and vice-versa are used to connect both parts of the protocol.

We can argue that the optimal balance between both parts in
terms of efficiency is reached when applying quantization at every
iteration, when the scaled output of the filtery′

k is obtained (cf.
Alg. 1), using a quantization step of23nf to recover the initial pre-
cision ofnf fractional bits. This strategy achieves the minimum of
communication complexity for the used garbled circuit (one quanti-
zation circuit per output sample), and also the minimum computation
complexity (it keeps a constant scaling factor and avoids rescaling
operations). A finer step is used for the quantization of filter coef-
ficients (3 · nf fractional bits), resulting in an improved behavior in
terms of MSE (cf. Section 4).

The packing strategy [6] keeps a block ofNb input values into
the same encryption, that must be subjected to the same joint pro-
cessing. Hence, the filter must be kept constant for each group of
packed samples, and we take advantage of the block structure of the
BLMS algorithm [5], with update equation

wn+1 = wn + µ

Nb−1
∑

i=0

un·Nb+i · en·Nb+i, ek = dk − yk. (1)

1Further details of the application of our protocols to thesescenarios can
be found in [2]; we omit them here due to space constraints.

The usual choice ofNb for the Block LMS filter isNb = NE , as it
yields the minimum computational complexity.

The packing factors2nb are chosen to be powers of two; thus,
the bit-conversion protocol automatically unpacks the numbers with-
out any extra complexity, and the conversion to homomorphic en-
cryption after the circuit evaluation is performed for each unpacked
number in parallel.

Algorithm 1 Hybrid Block (HB) PrivateLMS Protocol
Inputs: A: JdnK; B: un,Jw0K.
Outputs: JynK.

1. B packs the input vector asX(k)
j =

∑Nb−1
i=0 2nx+3nf ·

uk·Nb+i−j , j = {0, . . . , NE − 1}.

2. A generates the firstm ≤ Niter garbled circuits for unpacking and
parallel rescaling, and sends them toB; the circuits for the remain-
ing iterations can be generated and sent during the execution of the
previous ones.

3. for k = 1 to ⌈Niter/Nb⌉

(a) B multipliesJy′

k
K = JwkK ·X(k), and apply the bit conver-

sion protocol toJy′

k
K.

(b) B gets, through oblivious transfer (OT ), the input keys to ini-
tialize the circuit corresponding to thekth iteration and exe-
cutes it.

(c) The resultingJyk·Nb+iKb, i = {0, . . . , Nb − 1} is con-
verted back to a homomorphic encryptionJyk·Nb+iK, i =
{0, . . . , Nb − 1}, and then outputted.

(d) B obtainsJe′
k·Nb+i

K = µ · (Jdk·Nb+iK − Jyk·Nb+iK), i =

{0, . . . , Nb − 1}.

(e) B multipliesJ∆wkK =
∑(k+1)·Nb−1

i=k·Nb
JeiK · ui−NE+1.

(f) B updates the coefficients vectorJwk+1K = JwkK+J∆wkK.

3.2. Fast Implementation

The hybrid block protocol is far more efficient than using only gar-
bled circuits, but the conversion protocols introduce an overhead,
and the fact that the input values to the rounding garbled circuits are
generated on the fly prevents much of the preprocessing that garbled
circuits would need to compensate the complexity of the oblivious
transfers. The gap in computational complexity with respect to only
using homomorphic processing is too big (cf. Section 4.2), espe-
cially when using a high precision bit representation. In order to
tighten that gap, we can substitute the circuits by an approximate
rounding protocol with statistical security (Alg. 2). It can be seen
that the rounding error that it introduces is higher than that of a lin-
ear quantizer, and it is not uniform between[− 1

2
, 1
2
), but triangular

between[−1, 1), thus duplicating the quantization MSE.
The allowed number of packed coefficients is reduced to

N
(FB)
b ≤ ⌊

ncipher
nb+nsec

⌋, instead ofN (HB)
b ≤ ⌊

ncipher−nsec

nb
⌋, where

nb = nx + 3nf is the maximum number of bits that a coefficient
can occupy, andnsec is the number of security bits required for
the protocol. In this case, the approximate rounding protocol also
performs the unpacking of the results. The implementation of this
fast protocol substitutes the generation and use of the garbled cir-
cuits in the hybrid protocol by the much more efficient approximate
rounding protocol. The disadvantage is that the rounding error rises;
however, this is by far compensated by a reduction of the complexity
gap with respect to the solely homomorphic solution.



Algorithm 2 Approximate Rounding and unpacking Protocol

Inputs: A: Quantization step∆ = 2l and a security parameternsec;
B: JxpackK = J

∑Nb−1
i=0 xi · 2

i·(nb+nsec+1)K, ∆ = 2l, nsec

Outputs: {JQ′

∆(xi)K}
Nb−1
i=0 .

1. B generatesx(b)
i ∈R {2nb−1, . . . , 2nb−1 + 2nb+nsec}, i =

{0, . . . , Nb − 1}, with which he homomorphically shifts and ad-

ditively blinds the packed encryptions:Jx(a)
p K = JxpackK +

J
∑Nb−1

i=0 x
(b)
i · 2i·(nb+nsec+1)K.

2. A decrypts and unpacks{x(a)
i }

Nb−1
i=0 .

3. Both parties apply a linear quantizer with step∆ = 2l to their

clear-text vectors component-wise, obtaining{Q∆(x
(a)
i )}

Nb−1
i=0

and{Q∆(x
(b)
i )}

Nb−1
i=0 , respectively.

4. A encrypts her quantized vector and sends the encryptions back toB.

5. B homomorphically unblinds the quantized encrypted values ob-
tained fromA, obtaining the encrypted quantizations of the original

values{JQ′

∆(xi)K}
Nb−1
i=0 = {JQ∆(x

(a)
i )K −Q∆(x

(b)
i )}

Nb−1
i=0 .

4. FINITE PRECISION EFFECTS AND EVALUATION

In this section, we compare the developed protocols in terms of
bandwidth, computational complexity and finite precision effects,
providing also an evaluation of a practical implementation of our
protocols, for measuring actual execution times on real machines.

One inherent limitation to privacy-preserving techniques deal-
ing with finite-field based encryption is the need of using fixed-point
arithmetic. Hence, numerical stability and numerical accuracy of the
filters come into play. While this issue is commonly avoided or miti-
gated by the use of a sufficiently large plaintext size to accommodate
the needed precision, it is necessary to predict which is the required
precision and the needed plaintext size for keeping the output MSE
within a given bound. We extend the error analysis of adaptive algo-
rithms working with fixed-point arithmetic and apply it to our proto-
cols. We assume that the inputs and outputs are quantized withnf

bits for their fractional part (of the totalnx bits for coding), and the
filter coefficients and some intermediate results are quantized with
nwf bits andnIf bits for their fractional part respectively.

Neglecting the overflow effects and assuming stationarydn and
un [7] with variancesσ2

d andσ2
u, i.i.d.2 un, and uniform and in-

dependent quantization errors of the inputs (with varianceσ2 =
2
−2nf

12
) and intermediate values (with varianceσ2

I = 2
−2nIf

12
, and

σ2
w = 2

−2nwf

12
for the filter coefficients), it can be shown that the

output average MSE in steady-state for the BLMS algorithm is [2]

σ
2

o(c, d,Nb) =σ
2

min +
µσ2

mintrR

2 − µtrR
+

(

||w
∗

||
2
+

1

2
µσ

2

minNE

)

σ
2
+ cσ

2

I

+

NEσ2
w

Nb
+ d ·

(

NE
Nb−1

Nb
σ2

w + σ2

I tr(R)
)

2µ − µ2NbtrR

+

µ2 · σ2

((

1 + c
σ2

I

σ2
+ ||w∗||2

)

· trR + σ2

minNE

)

2µ − µ2NbtrR
, (2)

where the first two terms correspond to the error of the (B)LMS fil-
ter with infinite precision, and the remaining terms stem from quan-
tization. In Eq. (2),σ2

min = σ2
d − w

∗E{dnun} is the error of the

2The calculations can be generalized to anyun through the rotated or
uncoupled coordinate space, but the i.i.d. case is representative enough of
the effects of fixed-point precision on the output error.

optimum Wiener filterw∗, trR is the trace of the input covariance
matrix,Nb is the block size andc andd are factors reflecting the way
quantization is handled in multiplications:c = 1 if only the result
of yn = w

T
n · un is quantized, andc = NE when quantization fol-

lows each intermediate product, whiled = 1 when each product in
µ
∑

k
ekuk is individually quantized, andd = 0 otherwise.

It can be seen that, whend = 0, BLMS reduces the sensitivity to
the quantization error in the filter coefficients, that has a much more
critical and noticeable effect than quantization of the input values
whenσ2 andσ2

w are comparable, being BLMS much better behaved
than LMS; nevertheless, whenσ2 ≫ σ2

w, BLMS and LMS produce
a similar MSE. The hybrid block protocol presents an error at the
output given byσ2

HB = σ2
o(1, 0, Nb), while a protocol based solely

on garbled circuits would yieldσ2
GC = σ2

o(NE , 1, 1). For the fast
protocol, the quantization error has a different shape, but the inde-
pendence assumptions can be applied exactly as in the other proto-

cols, withσ2
I = 2

−2nIf

6
.

Fig. 1 shows a representative case of the excess MSE (i.e.,
E{e2} − σ2

LMS∞
) w.r.t. the infinite precision BLMS, obtained

for varying bit-size of the fractional part. The theoretical approx-
imations given by Eq (2) are labeled with the subindexth, and
the experimental results3, with exp. The hybrid protocol (HB for
Nb = NE and Hy forNb = 1) presents a much lower MSE than a
protocol based solely on Garbled Circuits (GC), due to the use of a
higher resolution for the vector coefficients, and due to quantizing
only outputs, while the fast protocol (FB and FP) presents a MSE
slightly higher than the hybrid protocol, due to the approximate
quantization of the outputs. The block versions do not produce
a noticeable impact on the MSE. The concordance between the
theoretical approximation and the experimental results in all the pro-
tocols is remarkable, given the magnitude of the errors with which
we are working, assessing the validity of Eq (2).
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Fig. 1: Steady-state excess error for varying fractional precision, withnx =

48 andNb = NE = 12 for the block protocols.

The value ofNb is limited by the maximum plaintext size and
the number of bits used for representing each number. Thus, Eq. (2)
can be used together with the packing limits for the block protocols
N

(FB)
b ≤ ⌊

ncipher
nb+nsec

⌋,N (HB)
b ≤ ⌊

ncipher−nsec

nb
⌋, for finding a trade-off

between the committed error due to the used precision, and the com-
plexity of both protocols, dependent on the number of coefficients
that are packed together.

3Obtained as the average error for 40968 iterations in steady-state regime,
for the system identification setup withσ2

u = 0.25, σ2
d
= 0.2821,µ = 2−8,

σ2
min = 2.5 · 10−5 andσ2

LMS∞

= 2.5147 · 10−5. A protocol based
solely on homomorphic processing would experiment cipher blowup before
reaching the steady-state.



4.1. Bandwidth

In terms of bandwidth, the two developed protocols present the fol-
lowing communication complexity, (with XOR gates free of com-
munication for the used implementation):

CHBcm =CHycm = (NE − 1 + 3Niter + 5NENiter)|EH |

+ Niter|EC |(19nx + 7nsec+ 24nf ),

CFBcm =

((

3 +
1

Nb

)

Niter + NE − 1

)

|EH |.

Both have a complexity linear in the number of iterations, size of the
filter and size of the encryptions; while the hybrid protocol’s com-
plexity is linear on the bit size of the numbers and independent of the
number of packed coefficients, the fast one presents a significantly
lower overhead, of the same order as using only homomorphic pro-
cessing. Fig. 2 shows the number of communicated bits for each
of the protocols (including a homomorphic processing protocol HP
with no requantization, as a reference) when varying the filter length
for a fixed number of iterations. The bandwidth using only garbled
circuits (GC) is orders of magnitude higher than that of the fast so-
lutions, while the hybrid protocol yields an intermediate complexity.
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Fig. 2: Communication complexity as a function of the filter length with
50 iterations for|EH | = 4096, |EC | = 224, nsec = 80, Nb =

min
(
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ncipher

nx+3·nf+nsec
⌋
)

, nx = 32, nf = 16.

4.2. Computational Load

In order to evaluate the computational complexity of the protocols,
we have produced a C++ implementation using the Damgård-Jurik
cryptosystem with some efficiency improvements in modular expo-
nentiations, anXOR-free garbled circuit solution, efficient oblivious
transfer (OT) protocols with EC-ElGamal encryptions (cf. [2] for de-
tails), aiming to the most efficient algorithms currently available for
implementing garbled circuits. In order to measure only computa-
tion times, we have neglected the communication stack, and we have
run in the same core the client and the server sequentially. Fig. 3
shows the resulting aggregated computation time4 as a function of
the filter size. The protocols involving garbled circuits are the most
expensive ones, due to the load that OTs impose without precom-
putation. The packing performed in the block protocols allows for
OT reductions, greatly improving computational load asNb = NE

increases. The execution times of the fast protocol are several or-
ders of magnitude below those of the garbled circuits solutions, and
slightly increase the complexity of a solely homomorphic computa-
tion protocol due to the addition of the rounding protocols. This is a
remarkable result, as without this rounding subprotocols, the whole

4tested on an Intel Core2Duo processor at 3 GHz with 4GB of RAM
running a 64-bit linux distribution.

homomorphic computation protocol is completely unusable due to
cipher blowup. For the fast protocol, the packing does not improve
on the computational load, as it requires a whole unpacking proto-
col for each of the packed numbers, yielding the best efficiency for
Nb = 1.
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Fig. 3: Aggregated computation time for2048 bits moduli,|EC | = 224,
nsec= 80, nx = 32, nf = 16, 48 iterations and increasing filter size.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK

We have presented the problem of privacy-preserving adaptive filter-
ing, with several representative scenarios. We have proposed several
novel solutions for tackling the cipher blowup problem, employing
different SPED techniques with an optimal trade-off in terms of com-
plexity and precision; we have implemented all our novel protocols
for the Private BLMS algorithm in a working prototype, evaluating
it in terms of bandwidth and computational complexity and conclud-
ing that interactive approximate protocols with statistical security
can yield much more practical solutions than garbled circuits.

We have analytically studied the effects of fixed-point precision
on the output error in steady-state. Our fast protocols are almost as
robust against quantization errors as the original (B)LMS algorithm,
while presenting low complexity. This work opens the door to fur-
ther research and improvements in secure adaptive filtering, setting
the basis and a reference implementation for the development of new
solutions.
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